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About This Content

Screensaver for your Windows, based on Winter Novel.

Windows installation:
1) Right click on "Winter Novel" on your Steam library, select "Properties"

2) Select "Local files"
3) Press "View local files"

4) Right click on "WinterNovel-screensaver"
5) Select "Install"
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A simple but still great game, i rly enjoyed playing it. Let me set the scene, your life is great, you get home in a great mood and
you think ''nothing can mess up my day now''. Enter Rugby Challenge 3. SSDG(same S$%^ different game). They have simply
reskined Rugby Challenge 2 and the game breaking issues are still there.

I will try to explain the issues in a constructive way as I have played through a couple of games and a few seasons as pro.

Pros:
1.Its a game about rugby
2. Looks nice
3. Its a game about rugby

Cons:

1. You cannot change the controls. Not a major issue at first until you play as a pro as the button for ''stealing'' the ball is the
same as kick to touch. So everytime you get a great turnover your teammate proceeds to kick it straight into touch.

2. The game follows no logical rugby philosophy. The AI(on hardest difficulty) has this great move where they go down a 3 m
blindside only to throw a 20m pass over the ruck to the outside centre. Players face one way and pass another way. AI decides to
kick a up and under with one person to beat, its all just laughable(which I guess is a positive). Another one of my favourites is
how the ball always goes over the fullback who then proceeds to try passing the ball in the in goal instead of kicking for touch.

3. Do not underestimate how stop-start this game is. Get ready for endless knock-ons and forward passes. Now I watch a lot of
rugby and even at schooboy 6th team level there are not as many handling errors as this. I am not talkin about crap players with
bad stats, these are supposed NZ all stars just randomly knocking on and passing forward in the funniest situations.

4. The rules do not apply here. So you kick over the defence and the fullback punts the ball back, everyone in front of him is
offisides right? Not if the AI controls them. For some reason that boggles my mind offside in that situation only applies to the
Player not the AI. This takes away any counter attacking running plays.

5. The scrums are a bit of a joke. Scrumming will become your life in this game. With the number of handling errors this will
become your game, waiting for what seems like a hour of back and forth on a scrum. Want to speed up the game? Make a max
of 2 contest on the scrum and done.

6. Injuries. Rugby is a sport of injuries. Luckily the devs care about the players so as soon as someone is injured the game is
stopped and a scrum has to happen. No matter what the situation it has to happen.

I really wish I did not have to write this review as we need devs willing to try and make games about smaller sports like Rugby. I
have purchased everyone from the original Lomu game which still remains the best and most fluid. Alas I guess we have to
accept that we will never have an acceptable rugby game and the enjoyment received will be mostly due to the flaws and not due
to the gameplay.

. i had a little bit hope for the game
a puzzle game, like portal (and also I wanted the V badge) but the game just doesn't really interest me. the mechanic isn't really
that fun and i was having some framrate issues.
the controls felt slippery and i felt like I didn't have good control over my character. for puzzle games lover this would be a
pretty fun game but it's just feels unplayable.
just go play portal for the 100th time. worth it for the gay lord badge. This is a great card game. It's a great piece of software. It
used to have hard AI free, but that was taken away with the most recent update. That's their right, but feels like a bad move. I
wanted multiplayer and this takes all the slowness out of the card game. I bought it and got a friend to buy it. Unfortunately,
multiplayer only errored out for both of us. Support answered after a week and then suggested I try basic things like shutting
down firewalls. So, I returned my copy and played free once and a while on the hard AI. Now that the hard AI has been
removed, will I pay to get the hard AI back or will I step down and play the medium level for free? Probably neither. I'll
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probably just stop playing. I don't fault them. It's their right to charge for content. It's a great card game, and a nice piece of
software, there's no point if I can't play against a worthy opponent either in AI or online. This is too bad.
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Don't buy this. They say that they're inspired by the old classic survival horror games but they aren't. In those games you could
defend yourself or even run away fairly easily, this one, not so much.

Look I didn't get far enough into the game to be able to suggest whether you should play it or not, but I really didn't have to to
get the experience I would be having throughout the entire game.

The game makes it so that you have a stamina meter, but if you stop moving for half a second the monster catches up to you and
you die. The music, from what I gathered was cliche, it wasn't horrible, so that's a bonus I guess.

The cutscenes have no voice acting, only subtitles while they quickly switch between slides, giving you no time to read what the
characters are saying unless the subtitles take up more than one slide.

This is not how you make a horror game.. I wanted to like this game. When it came out it looked like it could be a potential
competitor in line with BF2142 in concept. It turned out to be a pile of garbage.. I'm thoroughly enjoying this so far, it's like a
Street of Rage-esque brawler with zombies and some British humour. The enemies are varied - some have knives, spikes, whips,
some throw their brains at you, and some explode. There are big boss battles, chase sections, and time sensitive battles. There's
also a selection of weapons to pick up - katanas, maces, hammers - and combo moves that you learn along the way. It's really
satisfying once you learn the moves and get in the zone.

A few suggestions:

- Grab + punch seems to be context sensitive, would be cool to have this on a button
- Double-tap to sprint hasn't aged well, it was great back on consoles that had few buttons, but we have better controllers now
and it's difficult to pull off with analogue controls. The museum level end boss suffered most from this
- Is it possible to be able to sprint on both axis? Moving up and down the screen is very slow
- The weapon damage is a bit harsh, you only get a few hits with the katana
- Steam Controller didn't work out of the box, needed a bit of fiddling

Disclaimer: I skipped the tutorial (accidentally). i love this, it has a nostalgic vibe to it.. sometimes you get stuck and don't know
what to do, though.. Too short, only dialouge through the entire game. Nope this one was a disappointment :(. While it looks like
an interesting game, I personally couldn't get into it. The developer seems like a very decent guy though so give it a shot if you
want to immerse yourself into the Myst style of gaming where you enter a world with very little knowledge and have to learn
from the notes and journals left by the people who previously inhabited the compound (with their different personalities and as
stated by the dev, varying levels of education).. IT CAN BE SCARY BUT THE GAME IS A GOOD ESCAPE ROOM.
Installed keep getting the disconneted error message after trying to connect 6 times finally connected. Used the uninstall feature
shortly after playing.
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